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EVEROL: Last bastion of Italian fishing reel production
By Renzo Di Paolo
Edited by Paul Manuel

! A version of this article 0irst appeared
in June 2017 on the website of the
ASSOCIAZIONE COLLEZIONISTI
ANTICHE ATTREZZATURE DA PESCA
(The Antique Fishing Equipment
Collector's Association of Italy) www.Antipes.it

! Having been a reel repairman for the

past 40 years, living in Genoa, Italy, the
big-game 0ishing reel maker EVEROL has
been known to me for a long time. In
November 2016, I visited with the
current owners of the company in the
small town of San Salvatore, their
current factory location. The owners are
exquisitely kind and courteous, catering
to the demands of their customers. As a
result of my meeting, I obtained valuable
information of interest to the world of
Italian 0ishing tackle collectors that I
wanted to share for all to enjoy.

ANTIPES president Renzo Di Paolo comparing big reels with EVEROL
owner Paolo Sganzerla.

! EVEROL is a prestigious Italian manufacturing

the center of Modena, Italy. In 1966, the company
moved to the village of Graveglia in the Province of
Genoa (GE), near the
seaside town of Lavagna.
Their business was
located on Via Prioria
which is a narrow road
with dramatic
switchbacks that climbs
up a steep picturesque
hillside.

company that was
founded in 1958 by two
partners, Elio Veroli and
Gianni Sganzerla. These
men conceived a simple
yet brilliant big game
reel design that largely
remains intact today and
is considered to be
among the best that
money can buy. If you
In 1985, the 0irm
have not already noticed,
moved
a short distance
the company name
to
San
Salvatore
dei
EVEROL is an acronym
Fieschi,
Cogorno
(GE),
derived from the name
where
it
remains
today.
Elio Veroli. Mr. Veroli
was a lawyer by trade.
In 1988, after the
Cut-away model of an EVEROL reel.
He passed away around
death of founder Elio
1988. Veroli’s business
Veroli, Gianni Sganzerla
partner, Gianni
became sole owner of
Sganzerla, took over the business and Gianni’s
the EVEROL brand. Ten years later, in 1998, there
son, Paolo Sganzerla, now runs Everol.
was a change in corporate structure when the
company transformed from "VAS sas", (a limited
When Everol was founded in 1958, it was located
partnership), to "Everol snc" (a general
on Via Jacopo Barozzi, which is a boulevard near
partnership owned by two or more partners).
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This is where Paolo
Sganzerla, the son of Gianni,
became the owner of the
company that makes this
prestigious brand that is
known internationally.

! Of interest to reel

collectors all over the word,
I learned that EVEROL had
contacts and requests for
collaboration with various
brands of 0ishing reels
worldwide:

!ABU – EVEROL has built

several prototypes marked
with this brand name
including the Admiral
[www.realsreels.com /
reels / IGFA / default.html]

! Ted Williams – EVEROL

produced several models
that it marketed in the US.
These models feature the
trademark (Ted Williams)
engraved on the crank arm.

! Sears Roebuck Co. –

ANTIPES president Renzo Di Paolo interviews
co-founder of EVEROL Gianni Sganzerla

Several prototypes were made and presented to
Sears but a deal was never concluded.

! (There were also contacts with

other prestigious international
brands but Mr. Gianni did not
elaborate.)
During my visit, I was
entrusted with the meaning of
the logo that adorns EVEROL
reels. Who knows how many
thousands of 0ishermen have
wondered about the meaning of
EVEROL faceplate
the symbol of two little girls,
standing side by side in front of
the sea and with the rising sun in
the background? These girls are the twin
daughters of the lawyer Veroli.
During my visit to the EVEROL factory, I was
given the opportunity to admire various
personalized models for this sport, as well as
prototypes that never went into production. I
learned that a clutch system in rotating reels, with
multiple discs, was invented by EVEROL. In those
early years a patent could only be obtained in the
United States. Elio Veroli applied for a patent from
Italy. The application was 0iled Dec. 10, 1962 with
a priority date of Jan. 5, 1960. As a result, U.S.
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patent # 3,166,269 for a
Fishing Reel with a Friction
Clutch was awarded on Jan.
19, 1965. You can see this
patent number marked on
the immediately
recognizable 3-layer drag
scale on the faceplates of
early EVEROL reels. Penn
patented a similar system
that went into their famous
international models. Penn’s
U.S. patent #3,425,644 for a
Fishing Reel with Friction
Drag references the EVEROL
patent. The Penn patent was
0iled on Aug. 19, 1965 some
seven months after the
EVEROL patent was in place.
Of special interest to ORCA
members, the EVEROL
patent cites Bugatti patent
#2,190,298 which is
discussed in the September
2017 edition of The Reel
News.

! The historical aspects of

the business are only part of
the story. The human aspects are also important. I
cannot overlook Paolo Sganzerla, Gianni’s son and
owner of the company, who I have
known for several years. He has
always made himself available
and provided me with all kinds of
documentation. He has always
been willing to support all my
requests for information.

! I was able to meet with Paulo’s

father Mr. Gianni. Up to that
point, we had never met each
other. He was very kind and
courteously devoted a substantial
part of his precious time to me.
He showed me one of the books he published,
revealing his artistic abilities in addition to his
unmistakable mastery of mechanics. We spent two
unforgettable hours lost in the stories about our
common passion for the Italian 0ishing reels.

! On behalf of the ANTIPES Association, I must

duly thank these people who, through their
sacri0ice and hard work during dif0icult times,
keep “Made in Italy” a mark of respect. Thank you
Gianni, thanks Paulo and thanks to EVEROL.
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